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Chemical Engineering Design is one of the best-known and widely adopted texts available for students of chemical engineering. It deals with the application of chemical engineering principles to the design of chemical processes and equipment. Revised throughout, the fourth edition covers the latest aspects of process design, operations, safety, loss prevention and equipment selection, among others. Comprehensive and detailed, the book is supported by problems and selected solutions. In addition the book is widely used by professionals as a day-to-day reference.                                       

*	Best selling chemical engineering text 
*	Revised to keep pace with the latest chemical industry changes; designed to see students through from undergraduate study to professional practice
*	End of chapter exercises and solutions
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Foundation Website Creation with CSS, XHTML, and JavaScriptFriends of Ed, 2008
Coming to web development with a blank slate can be pretty intimidating. There are a lot of things to learn about the proper construction of a website. The most successful websites have a great deal of thought and work put into them before they’re even put into production.

Although it can be scary, there has never been a better...
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Color Atlas of Otoscopy: From Diagnosis to SurgeryThieme Medical Publishers, 1999

	...provides simple and efficient visual training in the evaluation and diagnosis of ear canal and middle ear pathology as seen through the otoscope...includes differential diagnoses and where appropriate, CTs and line drawings.
...
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Adaptive Array Systems: Fundamentals and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
In the last fifty years, extensive studies have been carried out worldwide in the field of adaptive array systems. However, far from being a mature technology with little research left to tackle, there is seemingly unlimited scope to develop the fundamental characteristics and applications of adaptive antennas for future 3G and 4G mobile...
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Snort 2.1 Intrusion Detection, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2004

	Snort, Information Security Magazine’s pick for Open Source Product of the year 2003, is one of the best examples of the IT community working together to build a capability. Please notice I did not say a tool, but rather, a capability. Snort’s extensible architecture and open source distribution has long made it an ideal choice...
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Food Chemical Risk Analysis (Food Science & Safety Series)Springer, 1997

	The recognition that chemicals in food, whatever their origin, might
	present a risk to the consumer has long been recognised. However, early
	food regulations at the beginning of the century were primarily aimed at
	prevention of adulteration and fraud rather than directed at consumer
	safety. It is only in the second half of the century...
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The Intelligent Negotiator: What to Say, What to Do, How to Get What You Want--Every TimePrima Lifestyles, 2002

	Nearly every professional interaction you have during your career will involve a negotiation of some sort. Whether you're closing a million-dollar deal with a client, bargaining over your own terms of employment, or delegating duties among your coworkers, the key to successful negotiation is possessing intelligence. But intelligence...
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